
Town of Bethel Planning Board
PO Box 300, 3454 Route 55
White Lake, NY 12786

December 5, 2022 Meeting Minutes

The Town of Bethel Planning Board held a Work Session on Monday, December 5, 2022 at 7:00
PM at the Dr. Duggan Community Center, 3460 State Route 55, White Lake, New York. A
regular meeting was held on Monday, December 5,  2022 at 7:30 PM. On the agenda at this
time was the following,

In attendance are the following: James Crowley, Chairman, Daniel Gettel, Vice Chairman, Steve
Simpson, David Slater, Robert Yakin, Tim Blais, Alternate, Glenn Smith, Engineer, Michele
Babcock, Attorney, Daniel Sturm, Supervisor, Vicky Vasmer-Simpson, Chairwoman, Bette Jean
Gettel, Building Inspector.

Excused: Michael Cassaro Willie Hughson and Christy Flynn

Pledge to the flag
Seating: Tim Blais, Alternate

Jim Corwley: So we can let the record show that we do have a quorum. Willie Hughson and
Mike Cassaro are excused,so in that case  we will seat Timmy Blais for tonight's meeting. Our
Attorney Michele Babcock is with us, our engineer Glen Smith,  Vicki  Vasmer-Simpson.
Supervisor  Dan Sturm, BJ Gettel.

Jim Crowley: Our first item on the agenda is an application for a site plan reapproval from 2013
for White Lake Mansion PZ-160 WLM located at tax map# 35.-5-2.1 route 17 B and State Route
55 presented by Jacob Buildings in Keystone Development. Alright gentleman.

Jacob Billig: Good evening Mr. Chairman.

Jim Crowley: Good evening.

Jacob Billig: We are back in front of you for the project re approval, the project  back in 2016
and 2013 to extension were added to the 2013 approval and 2016, since that time the  current



owner of the property hasn't done anything, a bunch of conditions were placed on that approval.
My clients are looking to purchase the land as we said in the last meeting. It will be following the
same footsteps to adopt, use the approval to move forward and build the project as it was
approved in 2013 and then extended to 2016. I would say just from a summary standpoint that
for the most part the site hasn't changed, the impacts  have not changed since that time. We
have received Glen's letter, we agreed with the majority of his comments that were made.  But,
again things like demolition the building the bonds- all of those prior conditions the Board put on
we are happy to accept. We understand that we have another hearing that this should go for a
239. You know, follow those same footsteps, we are not expecting that you vote tonight. We do
realize that the Board should go through the process. We would submit to you that we think that
process  would be simpler because  of the prior approval and we would look for our engineer to
interact with glen to document what we are certain. That the impacts are the same, the site
conditions are basically the same and therefore  as the Board goes through the process of the
public hearing, we hopefully get to the approval stage relatively quickly. So I guess that's the
introduction.

Keneth Elswroth: On the Engineering part, it doesn't happen all the time but another
professional engineer can take over what the previous engineer provided that they identify that
previous engineers work and create a report as to what you are changing on those plans. So we
went through the plans and the plans were fairly complete. What has changed or let me start
with what wasn't completed, was  the water system. There is an existing well and then there is a
proposed well, I don't believe  the proposed well is drilled and I don't have any information  on
the existing well. So, therefore they didn't do any of the treatment, they have the water coming
into one building. We assume that that will be a spot for the utility room, where they will do the
treatment but that has to be approved.  As Glen has pointed out, the SWWP has changed a
couple of times since 2013.  The did have some unique features like an irrigation system
collecting roof water in a tank and pumping it to the irrigation system that would now qualify for
green infrastructure practices.The basically have quantity control done so we don't think it's
going to alter the site plan significantly but there will have to be additional quality control, which
is again a lengthy process trying to get to the current standards, we will go through utility plan it
does take up the entire site, With the previous approval the whole site gives you the rock,
testing rock, they even try to take advantage of that. There is a lot there, I 100% agree with
glens comments we have to work our way into the process.

Keneth Elswroth: I don't think it's going to alter the same class with the silly, but there is going to
have to be some additional quality control.

Jacob Bilig: We would ask the Board to Schedule the Public Hearing for next month as we
continue to work  through with the issues that we raised, basically updating the plans. , that we
really should go over the 239, that should be sent out. We also ask that you waive the 62 day
requirement, so the applicant is not un do pressure in any way shape or form to work with us so
that we are allowed to reach out to the public, to get public comments early in this process as
well as get the county the 239.



JIm Corwley: Does the Board have any questions?
Daniel Gettel: I feel like I am at a little disadvantage, a lot of us were here back then, there are
alot of uses that they talk about for this  project. At one time it was timeshares, then it was going
to be a health spa and they were going to do weddings. What do you project for the use at this
time?
Jacob Billig: My understanding is  not a timeshare, and I  believe it is a hotel/ Spa function.
Which  would include potentially- I think there is some even space in there that was approved.
So the only thing that we respond to is things like that, you're not planning on doing any
timeshare. That I believe is an ownership issue, The plans to my knowledge weren’t approved
that way- you would have seen individual units.
Daniel Gettel: But that's how they were going to finance, it was what they were lookin to do.

Jacob Billig: I'm not aware of that. As far as a Hotel,/ Spa, event center, yes to all of that. Which
is essentially how this was approved back in 2013.

Daniel Gettel: So you would be looking at a central kitchen, probably in the mansion house
because hotels in bethel don't have kitchens. They are not permitted in  hotels/ motels. It's open
to the public use, I am assuming if you are going to have some events.

Jacob Billig: yes, if you wanted to rent it out for a party, you could do that.

Daniell Gettel: I don't like Parties.

Jacob Billig: Sorry.

Daniel Gettel: Does anyone have the original conditions that we approved it with? When you
touched on it.

Michele Babcock: I do.

Daniel Gettel:  I would like to look at them.I imaging there were some fire department conditions.

Robert Yakin: I don't remember. I am curious to see.

Michele Babcock: It's on the first page of the narrative. For limited uses.

Daniel Gettel: You jogged my memory when you were talking about the retaining wall. The
retaining wall is 30 feet tall. Well, we're not talking a little wall.

Jim Crowley: It's not a little wall.

Daniel Gettel: Yeah, it's not little, It's a substantial wall, I remember now. Jay I have four basic
conditions. Does that sound about right?



Jacob Billig: Well there were several resolutions, but I have the one that has a few.

Daniel Gettel: Jim, do you want me to read them?

Jim Crowley: Yes, please.

Daniel Gettel: The four conditions that I have  as far as,  ignoring all of Jacy’s  conclusions, and
you know the special use comments. All approvals for other agencies including but not limited to
NYS Department of Health both the Sullivan county and  State of New York Department of
Transportation and New York State Department Environmental Conservation.Shall be obtained
as necessary prior to construction. Number two, the applicant shall furnish a bond to the Town
of Bethel in a form acceptable to the town and Planning Board Attorney in the amount of
$162,000. For site stabilization, restoration, to preserve the safety of the same community,
including but not limited to grating, filling and compaction of excavated pits.Banks or foundation,
stabilization of banks, creative is as part of the site, work to redistribution and a relation of
topsoil removed during construction. Deinstallation of a chain link fence along a rear property, as
shown on the site plan, as required for safety. The installation and maintenance of temporary
erosion control measures as sheathing, mulching of all the service and replanting of a number
of street trees.Glen, I believe that was in any event, they did not stabilize or tear the building
down.

Geln Smith: Yeah.

Daniel Gettel: Number three, the applicant shall furnish bond to theTown of Bethel in a form
acceptable to the town engineer and the Planning Board in the amount of  23,000 dollars to
ensure the installation of the landscaping shown as a plan, and to ensure that any landscaping
on or around the project, that does not survive for the first year after the start of operations will
be replaced, and adequately maintained. Number four the applicant will enter into a developer's
agreement with the town, which shall include, but shall not be limited to, that the existing
Mansion house shall not be removed from the site until such time as the Town of Bethel
Building Department issues a building permit for the construction of the building proposed to
replace it. Four B: That no certificates of occupancy be issued for any building at that project,
until there is substantial completion of the entire project. Four C: replacement Mansion House
buildings be the first building issued a certificate of occupancy, whether or not it is the first
building completed. Four D:  that the timetable be established in consultation with the town
engineer to address the length of time the site plan may remain idle before the town may move
to redeem the above bonds. Four E:  The requirement that, prior to the completion of any site,
work to preconstruction meeting with the developer contractor, building department in town.
Engineer.Number five:  All fees be paid. Is that the copy you have?

Jacob Billig: Yes,

Daniel Gettel:  Mine is not signed by me  but I am assuming that I…



Jacob Billig: I have a copy that is  signed by you.It was unanimous, january 9th 2013, and that's
what you read was extended,and the extensions up to 2016, these were incorporated. Iw ould
term these as standard conditions to this site. One of the things I raised in the last meeting was
that you should look at the amount of the bonds make sure that those numbers have not
changed.

Daniel Gettel: What last meeting?

Jacob Billig: We appeared here 2 months ago, a quickie hello and that was  one of the things i
mentioned there. We needed Glen to look at the Amount of the bonds. I am assuming they are
light with the passage of time.

Daniel Gettel: I assume so too. I mean, I don't wear the numbers that came from very clearly
when just pulled out of a hat, I mean, the 162.

Glen Smith: They were not pulled out of a hat but they should be updated, and find out what
they are based on.

Jacob Billig: Yes, It was probably Glen's hat and probably did his normal therro job coming up
with numbers and they  just need to be re looked at.
Daniel Gettel: I'm not sure But Cassaro  was, you know, involved, and it was somebody, was
one of our go to

Jacob Billig: It's an odd number. They are odd numbers 162, 23. But yes it is a different
standard but we agree with all those.
And there may be something additional  that the Boards gonna want  in 2023,  But the overall
approach is that  as well as Glen is ok,  the sites basically the same, and the impacts  have not
changed and I think  That's the overriding principle that we are relying on, send us out the 239,
we could schedule the public hearing for next month get the public input and we have no
problem waiving the 62 day requirement that the board has the time it needs to go through this.
My understanding from reading the record that the Town provided, this was a project that was
supported by the town. The Town Board already extended the infrastructure, then voted
separately to extend that infrastructure. There was a variance given, all of the I’s are dotted and
the T’s Crossed and we think,  therefore we can move forward in a positive way.
Daniel Gettel:  Well if we were to rewrite the conditions today we would have included
something about working with the fire department, There was discussion you probably read
about, um a line across under 17 B,

Jacob Billig: yeah, I guess it probably.
Robert Yakin: I wasn't sure if you were aware of the meetings that the Fire Department had with
the previous engineers prior to the approval? The main area  of concern was the fire department
to maintain an adequate water supply without completely blocking 17B, at the time what was
proposed and agree to by the fire department was  run a  line stand pipe  under 17 B to the
corner of the fire departments property and site a hydrant somewhere in the front parking where



it could be accessed easily by the fire department, that way we could set up water   the other
side ot 17B and  supply water without blocking the highway. I'd like to see that included, and
agreed with.
Jacob Billig: I;m gonna guess, and I don't mean this in a bad way but we don't really have a
choice. I mean the fire department needs to be involved with whatever they're going to
recommend or require with a safety standpoint with regard to the approval. So  that was  worked
out, we didn't need to revisit that currently to make sure that  whatever plan that they worked out
at that time works now.
Rober Yakin: I'm not sure……. When the sewer extension was done. Whether  it was prior to
this approval or after. But there may be new infrastructure on 17B that would have to be
considered also.

Jacob Billig:  The ZBA gave the variance back in May 2012, which makes sense.

Daniel Gettel: That's a height variance for the Mansion House

Jacob BIllig: and also for parking. The  Town Board by order dated January 28, 2013 approved
the expansion  of the sewer district to the property.That ould in my opinion, that runs with the
land.

Robert Yakin: Ohhhh yeah, I'm sorry.

Daniel Gettel: He's talking about the extension of the sewer district to Hurd Road. If you have
that number I was going to give you credit if you have that date..

Robert Yakin: I think it's fairly deep.

Daniel Gettel:  Its like 28 feet deep

Robert Yakin: It's something.If the engineers want to revisit with the fire department, I am sur the
chief will be happy to revisit with you.

Jacob Billig: we will be happy to include, if the board would like a representative there?

Robert Yakin: That would be me.

Daniel Gettel: I think we try to work with the fire department  to get the conditions put on our
end. The fire departments are not really a reviewing agency but we certainly take into
consideration their comments.

Jim Crowley: Any other questions from the Board? I'd also like to ask the board how they want
to proceed? Do they want all of this info first, just updated SWPS plan and all of this other
information before they set the public hearing.  Revise that site plan or you want to go with the
process.



Dan Gettel:  Glen  do you think that there will be a drainage basin required, or they are doing
that too….

Glen Smith: the water quantity control,  like Ken says there is water retention, so there  may be
some tweaks to the sight plan, but not major.

Jacob Billig: not to interrupt but, when we were here 2 months ago, obviously we have not
defined what the minor tweaks are and anything new. I know one of the conditions to be
approved was to get the SWPP completed after they approved it. The SWPP is normally done
after the approval. This Board has the public hearing, 239’s all of that  prior to the SWPPs being
done.Which doesn't discount the fact that we need to update the site plan. I mean, you know
that.

Daniel Gettel: I don't know that that's a true statement, but back then, we probably could.

David  Slater: I don't know.

Jim Crowley: I don't know either. How would the board like to proceed?

Michele Babcock: The only comment that would add is that, referenced now is the 62 day time
frame, the Board would need to determine that the application is complete to fall under that time
frame. And at this point, I don't know if the board is taking that position. Um, and so I guess we
just need to decide whether you're looking to have the stormwater updated prior, you know, to
go ahead and schedule a public hearing deeming the application complete.

Daniel Gettel: How does negative declaration that we would have granted nine years ago. That
initially was nine years ago, right. Would that have to be redone.

Michele Babcock: The AEF has been revised and updated. There are few revisions.

Daniel Gettel: Would we have to revote on that? Do you know Jay?

Jacob Billig: Yes you will have to revote and update those approvals.

Michele Babcock: Yes that is correct.

Daniel Gettel: Have you seen the plan for it.

Jacob Billig: Yes,I have plans with me.

Daniel Gettel: I don't want to see him, I know they exist.



BJ Gettel: Michelle, correct me if I'm wrong you can hold a public hearing next month, but if
there is substantial change and it warrants a second public hearing, you can keep it open, you
can keep their public hearing open.

Michele Babcock: That is correct

BJ Gettel:  If you are looking to get the public comment in early, that's your call.

Daniel Gettel: Past practice is to bring the public in early. I'm not opposed to making a motion to
grant a  public hearing for January.

Jim Crowely: Okay.

Robert Yakin: You know, I think I would agree with that. We hear the  public's opinion on the
project as soon as possible.

Daniel Gettel: Jay, I’d like to have the 239 review back by then also, if that's possible?

BJ Gettel: Well….. That depends on how quickly the county cooperates, also. I love that 23rd
hour where they send it to me.

Daniel Gettel: Well I mean you will make an attempt.

Jim Crowley: It's gotta go to the county and the state. Right?

BJ Gettel: County and the State, correct. So, that's why you know granting us the waiver for the
62 days is gonna help. Because I cannot  guarantee.

Daniel Gettel: I just want to make sure it's in the works.

BJ Gettel: Yep.

Jacob Billig: They county is normally in the past where we’ve called, they’ve delivered your letter
prior to the date you need. But like I said, we are not expecting to get approved at the next
meeting so, whatever feedback the county is gonna give us we will incorporate into that meeting
and the next.

JimCrowely : So Dan made the motion, to schedule the public hearing.

BJ Gettel: Do I have a second?

Jim Crowley: Do I have a second?



Robert Yakin: Ill second.

Jim Crowely: Second by Robert Yakin. All in favor?

Michele Babcock: Just to clarify the meeting will be scheduled for the January 9th meeting.

Dan Gettel: Yes, 7:30pm, it will be first on the agenda.

Jim Crowley: Al in favor

Planning Board members Present: Aye

Jacob Billig: DO we need a similar motion to send out the 239?

BJ Gettel: No, I will take care of that and I’ll get all of the information to you.

Jacob Billig: Ok. the public hearing and the 239…

Daniel Gettle: BJ will Provide the mailing addresses through her department.

JIm Crowley: All right, second item is an application for a site plan review for a multifamily
development located at Tax map # 27.-1-11.1, 1778 Route 17B, Keystone Development and
Billig, again.

Jacob Billig:What we are proposing is allowed in the zone. I will turn it over to Ken, there are
engineering points that Glen made that Ken wants to talk to you about.

Ken Elsworth: Well not all of them. So, we are here tonight mainly to have you guys take a first
look at this, um. We realize that the application is not approved. But, we wanted to comin in - in
almost a pre application fashion to ask the Board wha you prefer or what you don't like. So for
me right now a lot of parking is shown, it seems like it takes up alot of area. We have some
utilities to work out, only one building is in the sewer district, we have five buildings that have
water, electric, sewer, wells and we have a water tank. We are also talking to the fire department
because of the sprinkler systems and everything else we need fire pumps for. Due to the
topography, a pump will be required for sewer as well as fire calls..  A treatment house and then
a series of pumps for water pressure and fire protection, for that. 17 B and Pintler Rd will be the
buffer.

Daniel Gettel: I would be interested in seeing the wetland,  someone actually flagging the
wetland and telling me it's only 5 acres. If we are going to be looking at density via using the
acreage that's buildable, because the buffer zone-The wetland in the buffer zone, I can't believe,
is only five acres, that's a substantial wetland.. Just sounds like a very low number to me.
Considering…..



Ken Elsworth: it wouldn't be final, the survey indicates the flags. I think that's what's showing up
on the map that we have

Robert Yakin: How far apart are these units? I don’t see any indication of the space between
yields anywhere. Do you have any idea what you guys are thinking of?

Jacob Billig: The scales about 25 feet.

Robert Yakin: You can judge by parking spaces it looks like you’re about 25 feet apart, provided
the parking spaces are to scale.

Jacob Billig: Of course.

RObert Yaking: Of Course it's at least 25 feet

Jacob Billig: They are 25 feet.

Geln Smith:  Does that show what a nerd I am that I have this little scale.

Jacob Billig: It shows you're efficient.

Robert Yakin: One story or two stories?

Jim Crowely: These say 2 stories.

Robert Yakin: Ok. So, 25 feet apart, what your main road is coming in, they look alot  narrower,
they are under 20 at least and some of your radius is on the back corner of this are quite narrow
as well.

Jacob Billig: The only way it would be narrow is if they are using it as a one way.  See the
arrows going around trying to control the site plan. There  is a main road coming in, there should
be 2-way traffic  so it looks like 18 feet as well. So they are  trying to control traffic around the
buildings and this one lane road is like twelve feet around there,
Robert Yakin: Some of these corners are tight, you know , when you start bringing in
apparatuses and parking cars. And one other thing  we just went through, I think the offset to
this property line in this parking lot facing them is that there is no buffer zone. You know.

Daniel Gettel: But there's no buffer zone between 17B and the parking, so the cars are going to
face 17B with the lights shining on to 17B.

Robert Yakin: it's the same thing with the Smith residence they will be facing them.

Jacob Billig: Those are all good points.



Daniel Gettel: I mean, right now, there's a pretty good buffer zone in front of the houses of the
property, now. It looks like this would just wipe that out, and I'm not interested in that. I'm not
interested in seeing this from the road. We do have a landscape in standard protect, which I
assume  goes up all of 17B.

BJ Gettel: Yes, you do.

Daniel Gettel: It looks to me like you are  just taking a bunch of houses in cramming as much as
you can in the sewer district, and then hope for the best from the Planning Board, honestly.
You're creating a community where there's no street lights, just constantly, people walking on
the streets. It's hazardous at night to drive through there, when you will have more.

Robert Yakin: Glen there's no issue  building over top these sewer lines, I mean it looks like they
built a new sewer line  proposing straight through this property alongside 17B, is that correct? It
looks pretty close now right?

Glen Smith: Well it's 10 feet away.

Robert Yakin: I mean it looks like 17 is on it.

Daniel Gettel: There is such a thing as…… It being permitted and should be permitted, is my
concern. You could be creating a neighborhood, creating a whole community that didn't exist.

Billig: I can assure the Board that we will comply with what the code requires. Which would allow
for it to be a private community. Whatever, whatever code is going to ask for we will agree and
comply.

Daniel Gettel: That's why I am shooting from the hip.

Ken Elswroth: I am writing all this stuff down, we are a long way from getting this finished. I
appreciate your comments. So  regardless of what the buffer is requiring a code, what I am
hearing is: Move it away from the property lines,  a little bit more landscaping, a little bit more of
a buffer space between 17B and the residences, right?

Daniel Gettel: Glen even though it's an apartment or apartments, basically, so it's a single
owner. Is that considered commercial? Or its is still residential

Glen Smith: Multi family residential, yeah.

Daniel Gettel: I mean cause we do a commercial section but it doesn't go in the commercial
section.

Glen Smith: Absolutely.



BJ Gettel: Jim, I have a couple of questions?

Jim Crowely: Go ahead.

BJ Gettel: What are we going to do about garbage and snow removal? And the building cannot
be over 35 feet in height and you still have your 17B guidelines.

Jacob Billig: We will have to apply for that. So you know, the owner will be responsible for
maintenance, which may include snow removal as well.

BJ Gettel: But where are, We You know, you got the roads in there…

Jacob Billig: Yeah.

BJ Gettel: But where are you putting it.

Jacob Billig: Right.

BJ Gettel: But you know, you know what I'm saying.

Jacob Billig: We need to….show that.

BJ Gettel: Ok, yup, exactly.

Robert Yakin:So each building is going to be individually owned?

Jacob Billig: The project is going to be owned by one person.

Robert Yakin: The whole project? What's the ownership or how is each building being used?

Jacob Billig: there's going to be apartments?

Steve Simpson: The question I have is. Outside of the apartments you get this massive parking
area down past the community building, why is that?

Ken Elsworth: It's for the community building,  I am trying to get the code which I think that's
something that seems like it's more than what we need.

Jacob Billig: For parking, I think there are 208 spaces that are required so, more than 68 spaces
are required by code we are showing all 68. So maybe we need to- once we show the size of
the building, what the board thinks it requires. For the parking lot if we need some kind of area
variance from the ZBA.



Steve Simpson: So the community building, its for this community?

Jacob Billg: Yes.

Steve Simpson: So, I guess my question is- why is there a need for additional parking when
they are already here?

Jim Crowley: The people are already there. They are not gonna all drive there.

Jacob Billig: Yes. Right? Yes. Yes. It's a valid question and Ken's concept plan  was pursuant to
the code and as we refine it, we may say ⅓ of that or a ¼  if the boards are ok with that- we
then can seek an area variance based on that information.

Tim Blais: No, I don't agree with  that, it’s too much.

Jacob Billig: and that would be my recommendation to seek an area variance that is smaller.

JIm Crowely: Anyone else have any questions?

Daniel Gettel: I just wonder……… if it would be a nicer project if they didn't just try to put
everything in the district and give it a little bit of a buffer. They are putting in wastewater
treatment plants that are going to get what they want anyway. But it has to be right on 17B.

Ken Elseworth: It's a fair point.

Glen Smith: I was going to make a point about the water. As Ken knows, last year a project
located on the same side as this on the other side of Pintler road, the neighbors had  concerns
about their wells and water supply, which is going to be the same issue here. But you have all
that property in the back there's 100s of 100s of feet back from the road, drill some wells so you
may consider moving farther back and reach that distance from the neighbors well not close to
17B. That might make a big difference on the impacts on the…. the wells.
Daniel Gettel: Since Glen brought this up, the pump test for that neighboring property was
supposed to be done 2 months in the year. We didn't put the year on the plan so apparently it
wasn't done over the summer last year so we are going to have the same neighbors come in
with the same valid issues.

Jacob Billig: So it needs to be done here.

Daniel Gettel: Yes……And, It's never been addressed for either property.

Jacob Billig: So, you are saying it's a 72 hr pump this thing? That makes sense.



Daniel Gettel: Involving the neighbors, monitoring it.

Jacob Billig: To me that's sort of the standard.

Daniel Gettel: But it could have been done over the summer, and that  would have helped you in
the long run.

Jacob Billig: Yes.

Daniel Gettle: So, I would try to persuade you to try to get that done…

Jacob Billig: Yes

Daniel Gettel: But I'm, I'm not interested in approving a project with numerous, numerous
conditions. The conditions aren't going to get met. So we're talking about the same developer,
same applicant, and the same engineer.

Jim Crowley: yeah, and we don't even have the first one met.

BJ Gettel: And, we still need a traffic study, right? And it's got to be done during the summer
during  the busy time.

Jim Crowely: Correct, so same as that pump down test.

BJ Gettel: Yep.

Daniel Gettel: Have you considered going to the Town Board for a sewer extension?

Jacob Billig:We thought about it, we thought we’d come here first and go from there with your
comments.

Daniel Gettel: My question…….. I don't want to really put any of the board members on the spot,
is it typical I mean, in other  towns, I think you might agree with me if you have 108 new
buildings. You would go to the town board,  to pursue an application? That may not be
something we do in Bethel, but it is something that yet should be considered.

Jacob Bllig: Yes it's considered in other towns where we would ask for a sewer extension for
those units outside the district which would allow us the space. So we can kind of move it
around more.

Daniel Gettel: Bethel’s a little odd with their sewer extensions, I’ll just let you know. Jay My
Question is really for the ones that are in the district.Is it anticipated already in the sewer design,
for the 100 and whatever the units  in the sewer district.



Jacob Billig: That's, and that's the approach. you etc in the country for its failure in your ear,

Daniel Gettel: You are assuming that there is capacity.

Jacob Billig: Sort of, yeah, I know you have to, we have to have that conversation and
discussion and that's the discussion we are meant to have.And the town's….policy is what the
Town's policy is.

Daniel Gettel: But I think we used to have that conversation with Fallsburg a lot. I don't want to
call out Fallsburg but that kinda how it worked, did they have room for it in the sewer.

Jacob Billig: Yes,So it's in the district, and  that has to be supplied in this becomes a supply
issue. That is the way I see it.

Daniel Gettel: Well, it has to be provided to a certain degree, maybe not for apartment buildings
but certainly for single family homes.

Jacob Billig: Not aware of the qualifications?

Daniel Gettel: Uh,there has to be.

Jacob Billig: So that's something on our, on our checklist. Ensure the plans a little bit more.

Jim Crowley: Does the board  have any other comments?

Danie Gettel: My issue is going to be buffer zones and.I appreciate you're not using Pintler
Cemetery Road, because,  I'm glad- I appreciate you not using Pintler Road, because I do think
it is something you should be avoiding. I mean it's  an historic site but it should be. Should be
resected.

Jim Crowely: Well Members?? Glen do you have any other comments?

Glen Smith: My comments are in my letter.
Jacob Billig: Doyou think we could talk about a public hearing this early on?

Daniel Gettel: Absolutely- Not! I think it's too premature for us.

Jim Crowley: We are  not even there yet.

Daneil Gettel: I don't speak for others but.

Jim Corwely: I'm kinda amazed that you don't even have the other project done and you are
already going on building  such another huge project right there next to it. But that's neither here



nor there.

Jim Crowely: Michele do you have any other comments?

Michele Babcock: No, nothing.

Jim Crowley: Alright. Third item on the agenda is for a major subdivision of 43 lots locate at tax
map# 8.-1-92.1 and 8.-1-92.3 on Old White Lake Turnpike,  by Jacob Billig. You guys have the
whole night, huh?

Jacob Billig: Its a basic 43 lot subdivision, the layout complies with the code. Again, Glen has
done an incredible job with his comments, we are going to try to answer some of his questions.
I’ll turn it over to Ken so he can address Glen's letter and everything else.

Ken Ellsworth: Again, the first time we were here our application had a much better layout, more
room for the lots. We went from 56 lots down to 43. We had 53 ½ acre lots now we have 38 ½
acre lots, we have 2, 1 acre lots 3, 2 acre lots. This is a conventional subdivision that will comply
with the subdivision laws.  The other thing we were working  through and we are still working
through  are the  utilities for this project are headed towards the Swan In Swan Lake. Swan in
Swan Lake has a sewer treatment plant design. That sewer treatment plant design is being
looked at.

JIm Crowely: SO we do not have any of this information?

Ken Ellsworth:As far as the Swan in Swan lake?

Jim Crowely: Yeah.

Ken Ellsworth: Its all new sewer treatment plant and water systems.

Daniel Gettel: If I may interrupt.  This is what I brought up at the last meeting. When this was
proposed, is that this, traffic and traffic and traffic, and there's so many open permits in this area
where  does it end and where do you draw the line to say Enough You know, this is enough of
this. Now if  Swan in Swan lake is putting in this sewer treatment plant and is opening up and
calling it community sewer. This should extend to every property in the area. What's to stop that
from happening? Mr. Billig.

Jacob Billig: Um, I'm not the town's Attorney, and I can't advise you legally, but it, but to say that,
uh.

Daniel Gettel: I mean, we're, we're not talking, we're not talking municipal sewer, so are we
talking about a private sewage disposal system that is going to be a transportation Corporation,
they're going to provide a service to adjoining properties.
It's becoming its own entity,



Jacob Billig: Yes, that's exactly what the transportation corporation is.  The term Municipal……

Daniel Gettel: But  does that automatically open up the zoning to ½ acre lots And,  I'm not
opposed to  this project, I’m just asking where  it ends?

Jacob Billig: It doesn't use the term, municipal, it uses the public system. Public system could be
delivered by a municipal corporation or it could be delivered by a private corporation. And that is
exactly what a transportation corporation is, and that's why the code specifically did not use the
word municipal systems, it uses the word public systems as, as, all the other codes do. It then
becomes an engineering issue,  how big is the plant that is being built. There is oversight for
that and  is there capacity in that plant for hooking into  adjoining projects.And, and we have to
prove that

Daniel Gettel: But then the plant can be expanded and expanded…….

Jim Corwley: Then we need to know that information before we even start this. You have to
have that information, How can we move forward on this ½ acre thing, where everything is a
what if. We don't know. So, we need to know that……

Ken Ellsworth: I am here tonight  to show you a different way out…..

Jim Crowely: SO we will need to know that….. I don't want to reverse engineer at the end of the
project, I'd like to have….. I’m that kinda guy that I want everything complete, I want a complete
application, I need this stuff to review it. This is how stuff gets lost,........ It doesn't work…

Jacob Billig: I think that is a fair point,  and we really need to make the extra information
regarding the swan in swan lake.  You will probably want to see agreements, Between the two
the facilities that document  that  there is capacity and that they  sell the  capacity as part of the
agreement.

Jim Crowely:  You know it's hard to do these approvals and the approvals are based on this,
this, and this. Where this is, we can kinda get it figured out
Daniel Gettel: I think as a board we need to waiver that?

JIm Crowley: Well, And I completely agree with you on that.

Daniel Gettel: My comment at the last meeting was, it's always going to be about traffic.
I mean, I appreciate some of the same as the major, this property, especially the comments that
I made.

Jim Crowely: Well. Do a traffic study.



Glen Smith: Yeah, I have it down to do one.

Jim Crowley: Yeah.

Daniel Gettel: I mean, I would like to, the Building Department since they have all kinds of free
time on their hands. Tp  at least give us an idea of the potential population of the Swan in Swan
lake, that's the easy number. And I think, outside the bounds of this is the median area, there's
less than a hundred permits, but there's probably more than 50, if I had to guess.

Jim Crowely:  More than a 100.

Daniel Gettel: But that's my point.

BJ Gettel: It’s more than a 100.

Daniel Gettel: But that's my point, what the number. There has to be…. I don't want to throw it to
the Building Department, there's a lot of permits in that section 8, Tax map section 8- there are a
lot of permits out there that aren't built. They should take into account that  they are already
issued permits. Everybody is using the same road, dangerously…….

Jacob Billig: These permits…Uh…. I'm not following?

Daniel Gettel: we are talking about traffic, we keep adding and adding to the population with  all
these open permits and these no…… When is enough…..enough?  And how do we determine
what's enough? That's what I talked about at the last meeting.

BJ Gettel: What do you want? The Swan Lake area in general?

Daniel Gettel: I would do……  I would like  to know specifically on, Old white Lake Turnpike and
Lee Cole Road. And… Um…  Swan  In Swan Lake is using the Old White Lake Turnpike as….

BJ Gettel: And they are using 55.

Daniel Gettel: Is that going to be open…?

BJ Gettel: Yes.

Daniel Gettel: Cause that wasn't going to be open on the original  Swan in Swan Lake plan.

BJ Gettel: It's existing.

Daniel Gettel: It may be existing now but doesn't mean it was open for public.



Jim Crowely: I don't even know if Lee Cole Road can handle  this kind of traffic.

Daniel Gettel: It can't.

Jim Crowely: You know, so that news to be looked at.

Jacob Billig: Those were the comments you had at the last meeting.

Daniel Gettel: Yes……..And highway guys were after the next day looking at and working on
Lee Cole Road..

Jacob Billig: I heard, I didn't see that there was a traffic study. I don't know for sure.

Daniel Gettel: But in order to make Lee Cole Road…….. I mean there is a substantial
investment that needs to be made into Lee Cole Road.

BJ Gettel: Part of Lee Cole Road is an old dirt road, with drainage issues

Jim Crowely:With no base.

Tim Blais: Jim I also think we should reach out to Swan Lake Fire Department, on their EAf, they
are writing down White Lake Fire Department. Going off  of what you and Dan said, as much of
the development we have in that area, I've heard nothing from them on what they can handle
and what they can do.

Daniel Gettel: Jay, we've spoken about you, I don't know, I say you, but…  the applicant
reaching out to the Swan Lake Sewer services, was that a no go or?

Jacob Billig: Yeah,  there was some initial discussion with the town of Liberty.

Daniel Gettel: There's a water district to… right?

Jacob Billig: I don't know the details but, I don't think there is capacity in the Town of liberty.. So
Um…. That are…. It upsets me…… So, that's why the plan is being designed  a  certain size at
the Swan in Swan Lake  with a large capacity.

Daniel Gettel: Um, I'm not. I was like,  opposed to this, I’m a single lot  single family house kind
of person. I appreciate you know, the individual lots, But how does a multi- family…….I guess I
get single family ownership. I can get duplex family ownership, but you get into multiple families
on a single lot. Is that gonna be privately owned and then rentals?

Jacob Billig: Again, I'm sorry…. i'm not following, are we talking about…..



Daniel Gettel: On this plan, you have four units on a 2 acre lot it looks like.  Are those
apartments?

Jacob Billig: Yes

Daniel Gettel: You can’t call it a condo, unless you have a cond offering
Jacob Billig: Right… that…

Daniel Gettel: So, it's going to be single owner… for 4 units and they are going t be rentals, it
sounds like.

Rabi: We could offer it as, as a condo

Daniel Gettel, Not as a condo but you  could do it as a lose Co-Op place.

Jacob Billig: As long as it is allowed under code the ownership is something that you have to be
informed of, but there are different ways for them to do it. They could do a Condo offer but I
don't have a specific answer.

Daniel Gettel: I may be stepping outside of my bounds. I’m looking at road maintenance and
internal things that really don’t have anything to do with me…. That's why I am saying I am
stepping outside of my bounds. But it became a nightmare.

Jacob Billig: Well….. I will agree with you…. That some of the stuff is…ou… But, But

Daniel Gettel: We deal with it all the time, BJ correct me if I am wrong….. People with
developments, who have mixed uses and they are always talking- I have 12 shares in the
condominium (well it's not a condo minimum, its a co-op.) I am just trying to avoid future
problems.

BJ Gettel: A nightmare……

Jacob Billig: Understood.

Daniel Gettel: Right…I  want to raise it.. Duplex ownership I get it.

Jacob  Billig: Think of it as 4 owners as opposed to 2 owners. Your point about the sewer is well
taken as well as your point about the traffic.

Daniel Gettel: Maybe I am digressing, those are just my thoughts. Um…. you gave us this
information tonight SO the hand out we got tonight is just……

Ken Ellsworth: The hand out is just….. That's what it would look like, showing you a bunch of
homes…… They are in the process of laying it out now.



Jacob Billig: The two projects are tied in now, we have to finish getting Swan in Swan lake the
sewer. Some of it are normal conditions, the state the DOT DOH,  it's part of it…. If we don't get
it done we cannot move forward….. Put that into the conditions to the approval. As most  would
and that's up to us to get DOT DOH, DEC approvals.

Geln Smith there is no point in laying that out now.. So there is a SPDES permit for the Swan
plant or we don't know that yet…

Jacob Billig: Well not now.

Glen Smith: Oh… Ok

Jacob Billig: We are going to be tied now. It's a fair point, some of it, are normal conditions. We
will argue that if we don't get it done we dont move forward. Put that into the conditions to the
approval. As most  would and that's up to us to get DOT DOH, DEC approvals. Those are
normal conditions.

Jim Corwley:  You are absolutely right Jay, But I'm going to interrupt, alright. It kinda has to get
figured out. If we are going to approve ½ acres,  because ½ acres determined by that septic and
then  you don't get that you aren't doing ½ acres.

Jacob Billig: That is correct.

Jim Crowely: So…. Why not get that done to see if you can move forward, because then we
have lighting issues to talk about, landscaping and all this other stuff, fencing. But if you cant
even get to first base, what are we doing this for?

Jacob Billig: Well  that is why we are trying to figure out how many units on this property.

Jim Corwely:  Correct. Now let's see if we can get that.

Jacob Billig: That's the whole purpose of this…
Jim Corwely: Otherwise there is no point of going forward,  as a condition so we approve it and
it just sits there and…

Jacob Billig: No……No.. We  won't be back until this is all worked out.

Jim Crowely: Ok.Good.

Jacob Billing: But we have to know, what could this piece of property could be resolved as with
the  public sewer. But we won't be back until this is all detailed.
Jim Crowely: I am sure the comments that BJ made earlier are the  same thing about the snow,
the garbage, property maintenance issues  that have will need to be addressed.



Jacob Billig: Yes.

Daniel Gettel: I see slopes on the sewer mains at 10% is that…… you think  their average is
10% you are not going 15, right?

Jacob Billig: No.

Daniel Gettel: It doesn't look like they will exceed 10%

JIm Corwley: Anyone else have concerns.

Daniel Gettel: I am still concerned about traffic

Jim Crowley: Well, let them do a traffic study. And Not after the project is complete.

Jacob Billig: Yes.

Jim Crowely: Alright,  gentlemen thank you.

Jacob Billig: We appreciate it.

Jim Crwoely: We have a couple administrative things we have to do..

BJ Gettel: But before you get into the administrative thing, why don't you take a 5 minute break.
We will clear the room out…

Jim Crowely: Any one from the public have any comments or questions?

Unknown speaker: I have a couple of questions, I was not sure if I had to wait until the end.

Jim Crowely: We may not be able to answer them.

Unknown speaker: That is completely fine. These are easy.

BJ Gettel: Please state your name for the record please.

Unknown Speaker: Oh ok. Lisa Schicle

Lisa Schicle: On the second one, um….  On  Pintler Road, they said it was going to be 58 acres
and 26 buildings. I think  I heard them say 208 parking spots for cars.

Ken Elsworth: 208 units.



Lisa Schicle: 208 Units??

Ken Elsworth: 26 buildings…

Jim Crowely: 400 and something…

Lisa Schicle: That's what…. That's what I was going to ask you…. 8 unit family..Ok 26 building
pre 8 unit families.  On number 3… Um…. on Old White  Lake Turnpike you’re talking 43 Lots
and  did, I hear like 2-4  buildings per lot.

Daniel Gettel: There's 2 lots  with 2 duplexes and 2 lots with 4 families.

Lisa Schicle: And these are going to be………….

Daniel Gettel: Every other one will be single families..

Lisa Schicle: Every other one will be single, Oh ok, thank you…

Daniel Gettel: Lisa that is the plan we reviewed tonight.

Lisa Schicle: I’m sorry.. What.

Daniel Gettel: That's the plan we reviewed tonight,  things are subject to change.

Lisa Schiclet: I can see it was just in an asking state.

JIm Crowely: Dan and Vikiki just if you would stay till the end of this I have some questions.
Alright so, we have a couple of administrative things to take care of. Hopefully everyone got
their 4 hours of continuing Ed taken care of for this year, if  not please do. So we have a
reappointment of a board member Wilie Hughson, willies not here tonight,  I do not know if willie
wants to be reappointed or not So…. Can we table this?

BJ Gettel: How do you want me to reach outI can ask him but if he says no, do I have your
permission to advertise for another member?
Daniel Gettel: We can vote to appoint and reinstate  after appointment for another 7 years if he
so chooses. If not then we will have to advertise for the vacancy by the January reorganizational
meeting.

BJ Gettel: Yes.

Dan Strum: Did you say that your next meeting was the 7th.

BJ Gettel: No January 9th.



Dan Strum: Ok so we have our reorg before that. We would normally like to do the chair, vice
chair and so on.

Daniel Gettel; So we could do it that way if I made a motion to reappoint Willie for another 7year
term as long as he is amicable to that.

BJ Gettel: Yes.

Daniel Gettel: And if not we’d have to advertise.

Dan Sturm: I'm sorry. Is it…. Is Timmy an alternate too

Daniel Gettel: Timmy’s an alternate.

BJ Gettel: Yes, Timmys an alternate. Ok.

Jim Crowley: So, you will get a hold of Willie.

BJ Gettel: I will get a hold of Willie.

Jim Cowely: Now we have  to reappoint the Chairman and Vice Chair.

BJ Gettel: which currently is yourself.

Jim Cowely: So, if any one wants to be Chairman, it's still free.

Daniel Gettel: Been there done that. I think Slater was a good Vice Chairman.

David Slater: No…. not at all.

Daniel Gettel: Steve was a good vice Chairman…

BJ Gettel: Do I have a motion for James to be reappointed as Chairman, folks?

David Slater: I'll make a motion

BJ Gettel: Second..?

Jim Crowley:  I’ll second:

BJ Gettel: All in favor?



AYE

BJ Gettel: reappointment of Vice Chairman, currently Dan Gettel.

David Slater: Dan Gettel, does a nice job. I'll make a motion for Dan Gettel.

Jim Crowely:  I'll second it.

BJ Gettel: All in favor?

AYE

Jim Crowley: Oh and one other thing, well two other things………..

BJ Gettel: Yes.

Jim Corwely: About our January 2nd meeting. I'll make a motion that it is  moved to the 9th that
it is published in the newspaper.

BJ Gettel: No problem.

Jim Crowely: And what  I need to address you folks about is, Janetta. Is she going to do the job
or isn't she going to do the job. Indeed somebody and not we are here a month we are gone for
4 months. I need a recording secretary.

Dan Sturm: My understanding is that Christy…. Chrissy.

BJ Gettel: Christy is willing.

Dan Sturm: Will be  your recording secretary,we've been using her since….. Even though I think
she is a little behind on the minutes for the moment.. But..

BJ Gettle:  She needs the laptop.

Jim Corwely:Well because,  there is an issue here. We need this laptop back from Janetta.

BJ Gettel: Yeah.

Jim Crowley: And without that laptop, we cannot get those minutes.

Dan Strum: Ok, I'll  take care of it, because I have Jannetta, I'm looking at this salary list for next
year and  Janneta is on Christys on. I have not talked to Janeeta in 6 months.



Daniel Gettel: But she has to make a commitment to us if you are going to reappoint her. If
not… We need the laptop back

Dan Strum: Ok I can do that.

Jim Cowely: That's what I need.

Daniel Gettel: Dan and I touched on it, as of right now she is  on the record of being the
recording secretary  until the reorganizational meeting.

Dan Sturm: We also have Chrissy re appointed as planning and zoning board  secretary on an
hourly rate so we can use both in the interim.  We will take care of Janneta probably tomorrow.
Unless she wants to continue.

Jim Cowely: I know that there is some kind of filing statute, I remember Jacy has always been
on it.

BJ Gettel: That is correct, 10 days.

Dan Strum:  10day, 2week. We will address that tomorrow.

Jim Crowley: Ok, thank you . Does the Board have anything else?

David Slater: I have one thing. I cannot get out to get these packets so i walked into here
tonight, I don't have anything I am walking in blind. And that doesnt help me walking in here
without them. Is there any way you can mail them?

BJ Gettel: Yeah at 15.00’s a pop.

David Slater: Well,  for me to run out, diesel fuel it’s gonna cost me 15.00 a pop in my truck and
I don't get paid to be here.

BJ Gettel: Awwwww, join the Club.

David Slater:  Can you send them electronically then?

BJ Gettel: No.

Daniel Gettel: We don't get

BJ Gettel: No, We don't get anything electronically.

David Slater: I mean Willie doesn't get his, I dont get mine. That's 2 board members that you're
asking me to drive all the way out here to get a Planning Board Packet. I mean if I was coming



through that's one thing,  but Imen to night I got home in time to feed the cows, change clothes.
I haven't had dinner.

Jim Crowley: How many days do you need them in advance?

David Slater:  At least have a weekend. If I could them on a friday. I felt like I was coming in here
blind.

BJ Gettel: Everything in 14 days before the meeting. We send out the agenda you guys have.

Jim Crowley: I'll make you a deal. You think you can do the mile down the hill to my house? You
want me to pay you 62 and half cents  to pick them up or….

David Slater: No, just have a cold beer.

Jim Crowely: Alright.

Daniel Gettel: 62 and half cents where the hell do you work?

Jim Crowley: Millage?

Daniel Gettel: We don't get 62 and half cents.

BJ Gettel: On that note gentlemen, Can I get a motion to adjourn.

Daniel Gettel:  I’ll make a motion.

Steve Simpson: I’ll second it.

Meeting adjourned at 8:30pm

Respectfully Submitted,

Christy Flynn
Building Department Clerk/Planning Board Clerk


